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						Visit Us
			Platia Halki, 84302 Halki – Naxos Island, Greece

Tel. Gallery: +30 22850 31771

Tel. Shop: +30 22850 32829



		Opening Hours
			Note that we are closed for the Winter season. The Gallery and Shop will reopen in May 2024.

THE GALLERY:

Closed for the Winter Season

Everyday from 10:00 to 16:30

THE SHOP:

Closed for the Winter Season

Everyday from 10:00 to 16:30
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Fish & Olive Gallery
4.7
Based on 146 reviews
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[image: Christine Van Kervel]Christine Van Kervel22:58 16 Nov 23


I loved stepping into the Fish and Olive Gallery! Lovely Pipi was inviting and shared my enthusiasm for the art of Alexander R.There was such interesting articles about Alexander's contribution to Marine Ecology, and being a Pisces ♓️  myself, I felt like I was in heaven. Or in the sea itself!!I bought myself a double fish ring, designed by Alexander R. and am so happy to have a constant reminder of my visit to Halka and the Gallery. It makes me smile 😊 If there were tastings of their olive oil, I may have noticed they are connoisseurs of that wonderful fruit too. But I missed it completely. Next time Fish & Olive!!
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[image: Hugh Halford-Thompson]Hugh Halford-Thompson13:53 05 Oct 23


What an amazing place!!! Beautiful art and lovely people. We had a long chat with the artists and commissioned a piece.



[image: Whitney Carter]Whitney Carter15:53 04 Oct 23


Had a wonderful experience in both galleries and even got to meet the owners. If you are in the area be sure to visit. I bought a ring for my husband that they custom made since he has such a large ring finger and shipped it to the United States.



[image: ΣΟΦΙΑ ΙΩΑΝΝΙΔΟΥ]ΣΟΦΙΑ ΙΩΑΝΝΙΔΟΥ16:01 03 Oct 23


An amazing space with unique creations in Halki Naxos



[image: Jean Le Klem]Jean Le Klem14:41 21 Sep 23


If you love porcelain and Greek ceramic excellence, go meet Katharina and Alexander. Together they chose the theme of olives and fish, nobly sublimating Greek porcelain. We like to get lost in the blue and white of their creations. And they are heartfelt when they tell you about themselves and their work. When will there be an exhibition in France?If you love porcelain and Greek ceramic excellence, go meet Katharina and Alexander. Together they choose the theme of olives and fish, nobly sublimating Greek porcelain. We like to get lost in the blue and white of their creations. And they are heartfelt when they tell you about themselves and their work. When will there be an exhibition in France?



[image: Jean-Louis Brigant]Jean-Louis Brigant13:05 20 Sep 23


Hello, I went two days apart in the Fish store & in the Olive "gallery". Each time the staff seemed on edge, stressed, trying to avoid anyone touching, photography, the “Not To”. Hey, we are in Greece, the sun is there, a smile must be in order. No, you have to be serious because “we are in a gallery,” says the artist. For my part, I think that the expression "Concept Store" will be more appropriate, because it is a principle that is certainly elegant but repeated endlessly. When you are an artist, you do not fear copying, since you copy or you are inspired by what you have learned. The Cycladic icons do not hold a grudge against Pablo Picasso, quite the contrary! Jean Louis Galaktompoureko PS: the merchant's response clearly shows the state of mind that I wanted to denounce: "anything that is exaggerated is insignificant"
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We visited Fish & Olives gallery and we were treated like friends and felt absolutely comfortable. The gallery and all artwork are a dream - wonderful! The artist couple are very nice people. We left  with with some wonderful memories and new artwork for our home. Thanks a lot!



[image: Kay LLEWELLYN]Kay LLEWELLYN15:34 14 Sep 23


When visiting Chalki today we entered the Fish & Olive gallery. I had recently read about the work with the Jacques Cousteau underwater sculpture. We were immediately scolded by a very rude woman/gallery assistant who told us rather loudly "the door is closed as only five people are allowed in at a time". There were no signs outside stating this hence us walking in. We felt very embarrassed by her attitude & immediately left the gallery.  We are frequent visitors to Naxos & have never experienced such rudeness, needless to say we will not visit this gallery again.



[image: Lauren Bella]Lauren Bella17:59 23 Aug 23


Beautiful artwork!! We love our olive tree!



[image: Marie Boulanger]Marie Boulanger04:25 21 Aug 23


How lucky to have visited last May, the extraordinary Fish and Olive gallery - Magnificent pottery and ceramics as well as jewelry and wonderful linen shawls at the shop. Charming artists and thanks to Pépi for his enthusiasm in showing us around the gallery!



[image: Gillian Denavit]Gillian Denavit08:41 19 Aug 23


I read about this beautiful gallery on a blog and prioritized it during our stay in Naxos. Everything is beautiful, and museum-quality. Simply exquisite pieces ranging from unique olive tree sculptures in metal to prints to lamps. We bought an olive tree sculpture and had it shipped to our home in France. It was perfectly packed and reached us very quickly. The owner was very kind and responsive to questions. I can't recommend it enough!



[image: Iris Weyergans]Iris Weyergans12:23 07 Aug 23


Super nice gallery. Great ideas.



[image: Leanna Kelly]Leanna Kelly12:15 03 Jul 23


Beautiful gallery, the lady who worked there was so nice, explaining the story of the gallery and all the pieces. A great stop for authentic Greek artwork.



[image: Hillary Hirsch]Hillary Hirsch16:50 17 Nov 22


We loved our experience looking at all the beautiful pieces at Fish and Olive. The stories about the artists were so interesting we ended up coming back just to buy a piece we couldn’t stop thinking about! It now sits displayed in our home and reminds us of that really fun day.



[image: Delphine Wenger]Delphine Wenger07:51 20 Oct 22


WAOUWWWWW ! We were overwhelmed by the beauty and finesse of Alex's painting and his wife's porcelain. A work of remarkable elegance ! And such a warm welcome 😌. A big thank you ! Jean & Delphine



[image: Henry E Grimball, Jr]Henry E Grimball, Jr14:00 14 Oct 22


Great experience at the Gallery!! Purchase arrived in the US via mail in great condition.



[image: Cheryl Schwartz]Cheryl Schwartz18:16 21 Sep 22


We stumbled upon this charming shop while exploring Halki on our Naxos holiday this summer.  Fish & Olive is just one of those magical places where the most beautiful art and picturesque setting come together in perfect harmony!  After admiring their creations, we had the chance to meet the delightful artists and see them at work. We selected a lovely vase adorned with blue fish and the gallery team did a great job of safely shipping it to Boston where it puts a smile on my face every morning when I see it!  Absolutely worth a visit…



[image: Maria D]Maria D17:57 11 Sep 22


A nice gallery to take a look at if you happen to be in Chalkio. Nothing exceptional to get out of your way for otherwise. As evident by the name, the artwork is based on fish & olives.



[image: Evi Dimitriadou]Evi Dimitriadou11:07 25 Aug 22


CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR AMAZING WORK OF ART # CREATIVITY # KINDNESS # HOSPITALITY # ADMIRATION # BEAUTY IN THE "CHALKI" VILLAGE !



[image: Heidi Rankin]Heidi Rankin12:49 08 Jul 22


Stepped into the elegant boutique of Fish and Olive looking for a special piece of art to remind us of our vacation in Naxos. We met both artists Katharina and Alexandre who hand made and painted the ceramic vase we purchased. Alexandre graciously gave us a tour of their studios and spoke about the  history of the town and the design of their gallery. It was an amazing shopping experience we will never forget.



[image: Benjamin Gartner]Benjamin Gartner19:54 18 May 22


Stepping in to their gallery, you can feel the attention to detail and pride in craftsmanship.  The building, the pottery, the art, the jewelry…everything was beautifully executed.  Their enormous talent as designers was recognized by better eyes than mine and as such had been selected to create Jacques Cousteau’s memorial plaque on display in the waters of Santorini.We had the pleasure of catching Alexander and Katharina in the space that day and I could have basked in their presence all afternoon.  They took the time to share some of their world with us and we soaked it in.If you’re on Naxos, do yourself a favor and go by their shop.  Surround yourself in beauty for a moment.



[image: P.G Cl]P.G Cl10:47 29 Dec 21


Beautiful space! Amazing gallery! Really surprised to find this unique gem in a village, in the middle of Naxos! The unique work of Katharina and Alexander is a cure for the soul, influenced by the ancient Cycladic Art . Outstanding craftmanship that you can discover in a variety of different art mediums made by the two multi-talented artists. Friendly staff that makes you feel welcome in this beautiful space.



[image: Marios Valasiadis]Marios Valasiadis19:50 14 Nov 21


A gallery that can compete with the best ones in europe! Amazing and unique works of art!



[image: Adam Behlen]Adam Behlen21:39 18 Oct 21


Amazing to see how Fish & Olive and the gallery have evolved over the last two decades. The village of Chalkio used to be very run down, Fish & Olive most definitely played a huge role in its revival. Don't miss out on this gem in the heart of Naxos if you're looking for beautiful ceramics, marble sculptures or jewelry. Their shop, also located in Chalkio, is also worth a visit.



[image: andrew wong]andrew wong12:05 07 Oct 21


A beautiful gallery. I was captured by their creative logo. I went inside and they have amazing art pieces, my favorite is the hanging marble fish.
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Super friendly owners and beautiful art
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This site uses cookies. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
OKLearn more×



Cookie and Privacy Settings








How we use cookies
We may request cookies to be set on your device. We use cookies to let us know when you visit our websites, how you interact with us, to enrich your user experience, and to customize your relationship with our website. 

Click on the different category headings to find out more. You can also change some of your preferences. Note that blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience on our websites and the services we are able to offer.



Essential Website Cookies
These cookies are strictly necessary to provide you with services available through our website and to use some of its features.

Because these cookies are strictly necessary to deliver the website, refusing them will have impact how our site functions. You always can block or delete cookies by changing your browser settings and force blocking all cookies on this website. But this will always prompt you to accept/refuse cookies when revisiting our site.

We fully respect if you want to refuse cookies but to avoid asking you again and again kindly allow us to store a cookie for that. You are free to opt out any time or opt in for other cookies to get a better experience. If you refuse cookies we will remove all set cookies in our domain.

We provide you with a list of stored cookies on your computer in our domain so you can check what we stored. Due to security reasons we are not able to show or modify cookies from other domains. You can check these in your browser security settings.

Check to enable permanent hiding of message bar and refuse all cookies if you do not opt in. We need 2 cookies to store this setting. Otherwise you will be prompted again when opening a new browser window or new a tab.

Click to enable/disable essential site cookies.



Other external services
We also use different external services like Google Webfonts, Google Maps, and external Video providers. Since these providers may collect personal data like your IP address we allow you to block them here. Please be aware that this might heavily reduce the functionality and appearance of our site. Changes will take effect once you reload the page.

Google Webfont Settings:

Click to enable/disable Google Webfonts.

Google Map Settings:

Click to enable/disable Google Maps.

Google reCaptcha Settings:

Click to enable/disable Google reCaptcha.

Vimeo and Youtube video embeds:

Click to enable/disable video embeds.



Privacy Policy
You can read about our cookies and privacy settings in detail on our Privacy Policy Page. 

Privacy Policy



Accept settingsHide notification only


    
    
 
 
 






			
			